PRESIDENT REPORT (Kyla Rodgers) Kyla

- Mental Health Awareness Week: Unfortunately, it’s too expensive to do an event with the animals. Kerry will do a coloring and craft night, we will do a mindfulness event, and a few other ideas Kyla is still working on.
- Fresh Check Day: Dick’s House is putting on a “Fresh Check Day” on May 11th. They are planning on having an event with 8-10 different mental health booths. They asked if we would be interested in hosting either an art booth or yoga booth.
- Committees: Committees are listed in Box. Kyla will also send around the list.
- Survey: Kyla met with a TDI faculty member who is a psychiatrist to discuss her survey. She now needs to go back to the drawing board so she can use the correct “instruments.”

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT (Christopher Carroll) Chris

- Election Prep: The election is coming up in May for exec positions. Chris would like to get a sense if you are planning on running again. This year, everyone will need to explain why they are interested in running for the position and we will post their response on the website.
- Handover Documents: Chris will personally vet each of the handover documents. Chris would like them by the next exec board meeting.
- 2016 GSC Legacy: Please send Chris an email with bullet points of what you have accomplished over the past year.
- Bylaws Update: Chris is going to propose changes to the constitution related to the Communication Chair position.
- Dartmouth Box-everyone needs to sign up for Box.

COMMUNICATIONS REPORT (Maurya Pericak) Maurya

- Approve meeting minutes for November and December: Minutes were approved
- Blog post: Kyla has submitted for the blog and we are waiting on others.
- Skinny Pancake Deal: We have a graduate student happy hour coming up.

FINANCE CHAIR REPORT (Edmundo Feris) Edmundo

- Report for January: We have around $4500 left.

ACADEMIC CHAIR REPORT (Juana Nantez) Juana

- Working again on three minute competition

SERVICE CHAIR REPORT (Evelyn Zablah) Evelyn

- Evelyn is hoping to recruit more people to attend the Haven dinners.
- Valentine’s cards for CHAD is coming up: Please attend
- Evelyn is still working on setting up a “service track” for grad transcripts.
STUDENT LIFE CHAIR REPORT (Kaitlyn Connelly) Kaitlyn
  • None to Report

SOCIAL CHAIR REPORT (Meridith Joyce, Bryan Neumann) Bryan
  • Upcoming Social Events: 1920s prohibition is the theme for the semi-formal.
  • Need to get sober monitors

GRADUATE STUDENT ACTIVITES COORDINATOR REPORT (Preetha J Sebastian)
  • None to report

NORTH PARK REPORT (Perry Sheetz) Perry
  • Recap: Pottery Painting was very successful. However, Perry is having trouble with people signing up but not showing up.
  • Game Night: 40 people went to game night. Everyone ate the pizza.
  • Tentative: Movie Night, Self-Defense Course: try again with Hidden Figures for next weekend for February.